CO LLEC TIO N S YS T E M S

Root Control / Manhole & Sewer Cleaning

Prevents root regrowth in
pipelines for up to one year!
Funnel applicator allows
easier application.

Environmentally safe!

Algae Brushes with
Stainless Steel Bristles
Designed to mount on the
end of a standard skimming
net pole.
SIZE
5"
9"
12"
18"
Repl. Pole Mount

Before

STOCK #
24957
24958
24956
24954
25002

EACH
$

Last
longer!

After

Seamless Aluminum
Skimming Net Poles

88490

24946

88488

• Telescoping and fixed
Telescoping styles have beefy
chuck locks, designed for long
life under extreme conditions.
Handle has a very nice rubber
golf club-type grip so you won’t
drop the whole thing in the plant.
Pool-style connectors.

Detail of
pool-style
connector

RootX® Pipeline Root Control
• Kills roots in sanitary lines
and speeds their decay
• End products are biodegradable
Environmentally safe RootX is the original foaming root control in an
easy-to-apply powdered formulation. The active ingredient in RootX is
the aquatic herbicide Dichlobenil that has been used for years to control
aquatic weeds with minimal environmental impact.
Simply pour this product into the toilet or an outside sewer cleanout.
The patented formulation foams on contact with water, filling the entire
pipe to reach the top where 90% of pipeline root intrusion occurs.
RootX contains surfactants and degreasing agents that strip away the
grime on roots, allowing the readily absorbed Dichlobenil to penetrate
the root ends.
DIRECT APPLICATION METHOD
Size
Pipe size
Coverage
2-lb jar
4"
50'
4-lb jar
6"
75'
Ten 4-lb jar
8"
300'

LENGTH
4'
6'
6 to 12'
8 to 16'
5 to 151/2'

STOCK #
EACH
QTY 12+
48252
$
$
48250		
48277		—
* Funnel applicator included with quantities of 12+.

STOCK #
24947
24948*
88488*
88489*
88490*

EACH
$

* Shipping: Additional handling fees apply.

Fiberglass Skimming
Net Poles

Heavy-duty

These poles are very strong and long lasting.
These flex more than aluminum, so they are
not suggested for trying to lift heavy objects
such as a net full of grease. They are really
great if you have nearby electric lines that
you worry someone may hit by accident. Built
with pool-style connectors. Ships UPS 3-day
select or motor freight.
LENGTH
8 to 16'

DESCRIPTION
RootX, 2-lb Jar
RootX, 4-lb Jar
Funnel Applicator*

STYLE
Fixed
Fixed
2-pc Adjustable
2-pc Adjustable
3-pc Adjustable

STYLE
2-pc Adjustable

STOCK #
24946

Manhole Grease
Scraper Attachment
• 51/2" wide
• Stainless steel blade

EACH
$

Use with the
skimming net
poles above.

Designed for scraping grease from the inside walls of lift
stations, this 51/2" wide blade is curved for even surface
contact. Has adapter that fits heavy-duty aluminum
poles listed above. Remember that this attachment,
when used with the aluminum pole, is for scraping
grease, not chipping concrete or ice.
Clean out method

270

Jetting method

DESCRIPTION
51/2" Scraper

STOCK #
25000

EACH
$

Let us track down the hard-to-find items you need for your operation.

